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PASC 610 Horenstein 
in Gothenburg, Volume 1 -

This compilation is the first in a series ta be published by Pristine Classical that wil l chronicle the concerts 
conducted by Jascha Horenstein du ring his visits ta the Swedish city of Gothenburg in the late 1960s. On ail three 
occasions, first in January 1968, then in December of that year and final ly in October 1969, Horenstein was asked 

to conduct works that would challenge the recently expanded Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra and ils newly 
engaged personnel, particularly in the brass section. lt was for this reason that his program choices settled on 
Mahler's 4th, followed by Bruckner's 6th, Schubert's 9th and fina lly Mahler's 5th symphonies, good tests of the 
orchestra's mettle and its ability to handle large-scale romantic music. These were performed in four carefu lly 

and attractively constructed programs that also included works by Bach, Handel, Mozart, Liszt and Saint-Saëns, ail 
of which were recorded in-hou se and wi ll be remastered for publication on this label. 

The first volume in the series reproduces the complete concert of 9th October 1969 du ring Horenstein's third and 

last visit to Gothenburg. The program, a typical example of his preference for variety and substance, opened with 
a large-scale reading of the overture from ldomeneo, here performed with solemn reverence and in a style now 
considered out of fashion, followed by a scinti llating rendition of Saint-Saëns' popular Second Piano Concerto 

with Phi lippe Entremont. No stranger to this piece, Entremont launches into the opening cadenza with theatrical 
flourish and leads the concerto, from ils solemn open ing to its light-hearted conclusion, with great freedom of 
expression, flowing lyricism and delicacy of touch. His exquisite tone and beauty of phrasing combine splendidly 
with Horenstein's watchful accompaniment to take the listener on a wildly exh ilarating and witty ride, in which 

the cooperative and attentive orchestra deserves much of the credit. 

Like the other items in this collection, the recording of Schubert's Ninth Symphony, heard in Gothenburg alter the 
break, is the only example of this work in Horenstein's extended discography. Constancy of tempo, essential in 
Schubert's Ninth whose unity can be imperi led by frequent shifts in pacing, is the defin ing feature of Horenstein's 

muscular, tightly controlled and carefully measured reading. Extraord inari ly clear in deta il and shapely in outline 
with a marked emphasis on the vertical and rhythmic elements so fundamental to this work, Horenstein's 

performance seethes with an explosive, almost demonic energy that rarely relaxes, yet is sufficiently flexible to 
give ample space ta the lyrical sections when they arrive. Repeats are kept to a minimum so as not to 
compromise the work's "heavenly length", while Schubert's bold and imaginative treatment of the brass, and 

especially the trombones that initiale and carry much of the action forward, is exploited to the full with style, 
swagger and tremendous sweep by Horenstein and an alert, high ly engaged Gothenburg orchestra. 

Misha Horenstein 
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